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All through the Divine Activations you will see Suzanna Maria Emmanuel channelling

CAEAYARON, along with SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT, STAR

BEINGS OF LOVE and ADAMA, LEMURIAN HIGH PRIEST.

You will feel DIVINE LOVE FLOWS coming through, with very high frequency waves.

During the Divine Activations you are taken to a higher love dimension where you learn how

to become of greater love and release your pain within you.

On our human dimensions we have all suffered much pain, not only in our lifetime here, but

in our many, many other lifetimes. It is not only the pain we suffered on a personal level, but

we also felt the pain of the people we cared about who suffered.

Suzanna Maria Emmanuel deep
trance channeling during June 2018
Divine Pineal Gland Activations



At the Divine Pineal Gland Activations of the GREAT CAEAYARON,

CAEAYARON gives you healings throughout to help you release all that is

holding you back energetically.

The main emphasis he focuses upon first is; 'PROJECT ME'. When you

become strong within, when your heart flows in the love, when you can

become so much love and grow within, you can then shift to a greater

project – PROJECT WE.

W
CAEAYARON will entertain you right throughout the Divine Activations to help you make

sense of everything. He brings through such high incredible spiritual thoughts and makes it

sound very ‘easy.’ He looks at the ‘thoughts’ of the people present and always brings through

so much intelligence, love, understanding, entertainment, wisdom and greater knowledge,

always in the great love.

CAEAYARON emphasises the importance of healing ‘self ’ first as it is so important that we

become love with our Lemurian Light Bodies, which we are given during CAEAYARON’s

Divine Activations, to allow our higher collective love abilities to grow, and our healing within

self becomes greater.

CAEAYARON always brings out the importance of healing self first, becoming happier

within, and then, once we have achieved that, we can hold his great Divine flows of love for

others and for our world. Which makes sense does it not? How can our spiritual muscles be

strong enough for the greater healing work of healing our earth and mankind when we are

broken down and in need of so much healing ourselves?



Enormous love flows

Incredible instruction from the highest Divine Love Realms

Magnificent abilities to manifest love within our lives

Knowledge to succeed with our greatest desires

A balanced flow within ourselves to ground our greater abilities in

Back our SACRED LIGHT LEMURIAN CODES which are our
ticket upwards to go back to the love dimensions, without which we
CANNOT RETURN TO THE LOVE DIMENSIONS.

Our NEW STAR LIGHT BODIES. We receive star love codes to
slowly become our star selves again, all at our own healing pace as a
collective.

Our QUANTUM COLLECTIVE LOVE CODES. These are part
of our Lemurian Light Codes. These were taken away by the darkness
at the Fall of Lemuria as these codes the darkness did not desire in the
‘human template.’

With these codes, the collective love would remain within us, and the
darkness would not be able to separate mankind’s consciousness and
help us ‘forget’ the path to the GREAT MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT,
CAEAYARON.

CAEAYARON helps us to be as one COLLECTIVE with Star Sacred
World Healers around the world, as well as ONE Collective with the
Galactic Star Love Families and our MULTIDIMENSIONAL
BEINGS.



CAEAYARON will entertain you right throughout the Divine Activations to help you make

sense of everything. He brings through such high incredible spiritual thoughts and makes it

sound very ‘easy.’ He looks at the ‘thoughts’ of the people present and always brings through

so much intelligence, love, understanding, entertainment, wisdom and greater knowledge,

always in the great love.

CAEAYARON emphasises the importance of healing ‘self ’ first as it is so important that we

become love with our Lemurian Light Bodies, which we are given during CAEAYARON’s

Divine Activations, to allow our higher collective love abilities to grow, and our healing within

self becomes greater.

CAEAYARON always brings out the importance of healing self first, becoming happier

within, and then, once we have achieved that, we can hold his great Divine flows of love for

others and for our world. Which makes sense does it not? How can our spiritual muscles be

strong enough for the greater healing work of healing our earth and mankind when we are

broken down and in need of so much healing ourselves?

Our reconnection with our MULTIDIMENSIONAL SELVES again.

Our EVOLUTION CODES from CAEAYARON to help us find our way
back 'home' as he gifts them back.

CAEAYARON is the original evolution code creator and is the Light
Consciousness Grids Creator; hence ONLY CAEAYARON can gift them
back to us.

When we become activated with CAEAYARON, we also carry out a Divine
Service of allowing many star beings, who have been imprisoned for so long
in the denser dimensions, to become freed.

UNIVERSAL KARMIC ALIGNMENT. CAEAYARON clears our
human karma, our Lemurian karma and our Universal karma to allow us to
heal with enormous love. Without the ‘clearing’ it would not be possible for
us to ‘transform’ into greater love states.

The gift of coming into the HEALING GRID. The Healing Grid is
CAEAYARON’s Love Grid built together with the GALACTIC
FEDERATIONS OF LOVE. This allows CAEAYARON’s Divinely
Activated People to be released from the human consciousness grids. In the
Healing Grid, the Star Sacred World Healers can grow with love away from
the denseness.

THE HEALING GRID allows us to become transformed, while we are on
planet earth, so that we can become released from the human grids with
ease, and become prepared for the GREAT COSMIC ALIGNMENTS
COMING, to allow us to receive our greater Star Love Codes, to allow our
eternal freedom to come. It is through the HEALING GRID the Star
Sacred World Healers ‘go upwards’ after they are released from their
physical life upon planet earth.

CAEAYARON clearly states, that no one can enter the Healing Grid, which
are CAEAYARON’s Grids, and the higher Universal Love Universes, which
are CAEAYARON’s Love Universes, without the LEMURIAN SACRED
LIGHT CODES, as this is the ‘language’ of the higher star love dimensions.



ETERNAL BLESSINGS FROM OUR WORK HERE ON
EARTH AT THIS TIME. The MIRRORS in the Healing Grid
magnify all the love work of the Divinely Activated upwards, to allow
the Star Sacred World Healers to benefit eternally from their spiritual
love work on earth. When a Star Sacred World Healer works with
forgiveness and pain releasing, this brings them great healing now in
this lifetime, but this work magnifies greatly, so when they are in the
higher star dimensions, their evolution expands because of the work
done on planet earth.

The darkness twisted the MIRRORS after the Lemurians had chosen
against CAEAYARON’s LOVE UNIVERSES collectively. The
darkness programmed the MIRRORS to take light away from the
people and brought the light into the dark grids to feed the agenda of
the darkness.

The Activated of CAEAYARON are truly ‘building’ eternal light flows,
for their eternal life coming. The LOVE UNIVERSES BUILD
whereas the darkness always TOOK IT AWAY for their own greed.

These LEMURIAN SACRED LIGHT CODES allow us to ‘talk’ the
Universal Love Language of the Highest Star Love Beings, for without
our Lemurian Sacred Light Codes our light bodies are incompatible
and the Highest Star Beings would not be able to connect with us, and
their Sacred Star Light Bodies would reject our lower, denser, human
light bodies as they are not compatible with theirs. They are not
compatible with the human light body, unless the Lemurian Star Codes
are given back with CAEAYARON’s Divine Activations.

We also receive back our LEMURIAN AND GALACTIC
MANTLES, which is a great privilege for those of us who desire to be
part of the Lemurians and the Galactic Love Families again with the
greatest of blessings.



leave the ‘earth grids’ and impossible to return to the eternal love dimensions,
because those LOVE and LIFE CODES we received in Lemuria, via the three
Light Grid Programmers, were lost.

Thus, you could state, we lost our eternal inheritance of freedom and love. The
activations of CAEAYARON, only through his Divine Love Element, Suzanna
Maria Emmanuel, were established as THE DIVINE GATEWAY between the
earth grids and the higher dimensions, like a LIFE-LINE, to enable the choice
of climbing out of the ‘pit of darkness‘ .

As CAEAYARON revealed a few weeks ago on the YOUTUBE teachings
(under Suzanna Maria Emmanuel), we are in a dense dark black hole. How can
you get out of a BLACK HOLE which restricts everything we do, brings our
vibrational bodies down and condenses all we are without DIVINE LIGHT?

W
CAEAYARON, at this time, is
allowing us to understand Universal
History, and he is calling all who
DESIRE with their HEART to come
to the Divine Pineal Gland
Activations where we learn to
BECOME OF LOVE.

At the acivations of CAEAYARON
we receive back our LOVE and LIFE
CODES we lost after everything fell
down. This is why it was impossible to
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The answer is: ‘When the Lemurians and Atlanteans turned away from the LIGHT
UNIVERSES; those of THE GREAT MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, CAEAYARON’s
UNIVERSES. We then fell downwards into the pits of darkness.

We have not been able to escape since then. We lost our Lemurian gifts, we lost our Lemurian
Codes of Life, we lost our eternal love for the greater love dimensions because we couldn’t
remember True Divine Love even though we thought we could remember, we couldn’t
remember life in the greater dimensions.

We fell into amnesia, as our energies were taken and used to create pain and war with by the
darkness. We became a ‘controlled society’ rather than a FREE PEOPLE like we were in the
higher love dimensions, because collectively the people chose for the darkness in the ancient
land of Lemuria.

This is why we need to be so grateful to CAEAYARON for allowing us to be here at this time,
and allowing us to become REACTIVATED back into those Divine Love Codes, though
many people do not desire DIVINE GUIDANCE.

IN THE BLACK HOLE; the DEEP ABYSS. CAEAYARON states clearly that we are not
truly alive on planet earth, because our light was ‘swallowed’ up, our CODES OF LIFE were
taken away, and our MEMORIES were taken by the great darkness, and used against the
people to keep us away from THE GATEWAY OF LIGHT.

This is why our forgiveness needs to become SO GREAT in order to bring in greater streams
of love, which we can when we begin to listen to the GREAT CAEAYARON collectively. At
the Divine Activations you will learn how to do that, and CAEAYARON brings you into a
greater power of BEING.

He brings us into teachings of how the STAR SACRED WORLD HEALERS can bring
PEACE and LOVE to our world COLLECTIVELY.



Are YOU ready to step into your heart of love with Divine

Guidance yet?

How much have we evolved over many lifetimes?

Are we ready yet to forgive and change our nations, ourselves,

our ways?

All these questions are being asked at this time, as this is the
GREAT TIME OF ALIGNMENT.

COLLECTIVE LOVE CONSCIOUSNESS as Star Sacred
World Healers is our greatest opportunity at this time.

Imagine being a part of the NEW LOVE CONSCIOUSNESS
coming, and see it coming in WAVES and GREATNESS.
Imagine seeing many desiring the love in the coming years, and
you can say: ‘I was part of the very first years of the Divine
Activations. I am so proud to be part of the Star Sacred World
Healers, always being guided by the Highest Love Divine Beings.’

It makes total sense that only the Great Divine Love Realms
would have the greatest guidance for us. We have seen what
human consciousness has done over many thousands of years.
We also know that it is time for a ‘NEW RISING’ to happen.
We also know how great our need is for this change to happen.
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In 2009, I, Suzanna Maria Emmanuel,
was approached by SOVEREIGN LORD
EMMANUEL THE GREAT who asked
me to work with HIM. When I was very
small already Divine Love came to me and
began to discuss the greater work with me.
I knew the love of ANGELS was so great,
and I knew that I was sent to the earth for
a very high Divine Purpose; one that I
could not understand at the tender age of
three years old.

They took me astral travelling when I was
four and five years old. I was asked a very
important question by one Angel in
particular.

He asked: ‘Suzanna, will you promise to
work with Divine Love when we ask you
to carry out a certain mission? The earth
depends upon it. The people depend upon
it.’ I stated I would, and I promised Divine
I would always carry out Divine Will.
Around the age of six years old they left
me because of my upbringing in a religious
family and my parents did not desire my
connection with Angels and Spirit, for they
saw this as ‘Satanic.’



In 2009 I was called back. I began to work with SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE
GREAT, and also with ‘RON’ who gave me help to 'connect' upwards. I now understand
'RON' to be 'CAEAYARON.'

I was already working hard as a spiritual channel and a spiritual healer in my own spiritual
crystal shop, ‘Universal Gateway’ helping many people in the community when
CAEAYARON (then known as KRYON) approached me. This was at the end of April 2014.

CAEAYARON (Kryon) began to help me awaken to my greater duties as a Light Grid
Programmer during my ‘training’ with him. While I was in trance with CAEAYARON,
CAEAYARON began to bring through teachings of Lemuria and also who I am as a Light
Grid Programmer. I learned along with the listeners of his teachings.

In Lemuria I worked with CAEAYARON and always had REUBEN, HARMONIC
FREQUENCIES, and ISHMAKAEL, SACRED LIGHT GEOMETRY CODES working
with me.

My name was LAEYARAESEA, which means ‘Rising Sun Consciousness’ and my role as
the DIVINE LOVE ELEMENT was to reach into the UNIVERSAL LOVE GRIDS of
SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT, and gain LIGHT CODES, or KEYS,
for the Lemurians in Lemuria.

REUBEN harmonized them into the Crystalline Grid, and ISHMAKAEL placed the codes
into the personal and collective ‘libraries’ of the Crystalline Grid to keep the Living Codes
secure for the Lemurians to grow into. This is why the power grew so greatly for the
Lemurians in those days.

Unfortunately, just before the GREAT COSMIC ALIGNMENT came to help the Lemurians
to go back to the love dimensions, they turned their back on the GREAT CAEAYARON,
and lost all their Codes, their Sacred Privileges and their Lemurian Mantles, without which
they could not return.

CAEAYARON could only ever work with the Divine Love Element, Light Grid Programmer,
to reconnect the Lemurians to the higher love dimensions, as the Divine Love Element
always did this by connecting the Lemurians up to the love dimensions.

No one else has been created for this, and this the great darkness also knew and thus, they
always desired the Divine Love Element to let go of her love for the Lemurians; to keep them
away from the GATEWAY UPWARDS.
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he Divine Pineal Gland Activations began

when CAEAYARON began to work with

me, (Suzanna Maria Emmanuel) in 2015. I

had no idea how important this work would

become, but trusted that all things would

‘become revealed,’ which they are at this

time, very much so.

Many beautiful experiences came through

from the Divinely Activated of the

GREAT CAEAYARON, and the spiritual

growth became ENORMOUSLY GREAT.

At first, in New Zealand, the Divine

Activations took place one level per

MONTH, because it was just TOO

MUCH.

The healing grid was not there yet to ‘catch’

us, and help us to grow. The ‘knowledge’ of

the ‘Universal Game’ wasn’t revealed either,

and CAEAYARON began to reveal his true

name in 2016.

CAEAYARON brought through the

importance of the ‘Light Grid

Programmers’ very slowly during that time,

so that I, as the Channel of CAEAYARON,

began to understand the game of Lemuria,

the Light Grid Programmers, the reason

why Lemuria came into existence, and how

the fall of consciousness happened.

Now, people come from all over the world

and have all three levels very quickly and

have the Magnetic Attunements and the

Teacher Frequencies all in a row. We feel

the evolution happening, our mind is sharp

to gain so, so, so much information in only

a few days, and the growth IS TRULY

REMARKABLE.

But how can you explain that magnificence

in words when IT HAS NEVER

HAPPENED ON PLANET EARTH

BEFORE, UNTIL NOW?

For the people who come to the Divine

Activations before the 2020 year closes,

they are, as CAEAYARON explains in his

Divine Teachings, part of the ones who can

go to the highest Universal New Creation

Dimensions. If they demonstrate their

Collective Love Consciousness with

CAEAYARON here on planet earth, as



mankind needs healing and guidance to see

THE GREAT MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT,

CAEAYARON, then they can become part

of the UNIVERSAL LOVE TEACHER

REALMS, AND UNIVERSAL LOVE

CREATORS for the NEW UNIVERSES

COMING.

Their evolution will be unlimited in the

eternal love dimensions, and they always

continue to grow as they are seen to be the

ones who had the greatest heart love

frequencies, as they were always ‘AWAKE’

and ‘READY’ for the GREAT RISING to

happen.

During 2020, a great alignment is coming,

and for those who are STAR SACRED

WORLD HEALERS before that time, they

have received their ‘LIGHT LEMURIAN

BODIES’ with their ‘LEMURIAN LIGHT

CODES’ to gain those higher planetary

alignments. STAR SACRED WORLD

HEALERS, ACTIVATED BEFORE THE

2020 ALIGNMENT, will have received the

correct light body frequencies from

CAEAYARON, for those universal

alignment dimensions coming.

CAEAYARON has also stated that during

2020 there will be people who will also be

part of that, and that not everything is

‘black’ and ‘white’ because he really doesn’t

work like that, but it all depends on so

many things. As the DIVINE

UNIVERSAL JUDGE he knows all.

However, he does bring it out very strongly

so we DON’T MISS THE

OPPORTUNITY.

CAEAYARON is a Great Being of Great

Love and intelligence.

Recently, CAEAYARON began to describe

the NEXT UNIVERSAL GATEWAY

CLOSING after 2020, and that is in 2022.

Those ones who become Divinely Activated

before (and during) 2022 will assist the

Universal Love Teachers (those ones who

were activated before 2020), in the NEW

LOVE AWAKENED CREATION

UNIVERSES.

Please note: after the Divine Activations,

people will not ‘fly’ away, or be released

from earth like many beliefs believe. Star

Sacred World Healers are here to bring

collective love flows to planet earth to help

mankind to rise, so they will be here on

earth for a long time.

CAEAYARON has stated clearly that the

Lemurian Love Gates will close in 2032 and

after that the greater work will come. We

will find out more as we go into the future

as DIVINE LOVE REALMS will guide us

all the way.

,,



In April 2019 the Divine Pineal Gland Activations will begin once again,
and they are held in England. Please know that in the future, the
Activations will be held in various countries, where ever we are guided to
go to, but for now, because of the power grids in England, they are held
here.

People come from all over the world, and CAEAYARON helps all who
truly desire to come, to be able to come. Countless experiences are heard
each time when people who desired to come so very much, and did not
think it was possible, saw the way opening before them and came.
CAEAYARON does the calling very much, and those who hear the call,
and truly desire it, he will help. All has a greater purpose than we realize at
this time.

It is truly beautiful to see people there, all desiring love and healing within
their hearts. People truly change when they feel the Divine Flows of love
come pouring in.

Your gifts and abilities will strengthen very much.

Your desire for life will become greater as you can understand your
purpose greater.

Your ability to release pain becomes so great and learning how to
gain a stronger energetic self is such a gift.

And you will learn how to work with the highest love Angels to manifest
your beautiful life, that is magnificent.



The Divine Pineal Gland

Activations
in April 2019

Divine Pineal Gland
Activation Manual is given
to all newly activated.

The THE BELL HOTEL
(OLD TOWN HALL)



Divine Pineal Gland Activations

Divine Pineal Gland
Activations

L e v e l

L e v e l

L e v e l

Friday 12th April 2019, 6:30pm - 9:00pm

Saturday 13th April 2019, 9:30am - 5:00pm

Sunday 14th April 2019, 9:30am - 5:00pm

Tuesday 16th April 2019, 9:30am - 9:00pm

Wednesday 17th April 2019, 9:30am - 5:00pm

Friday 19th April 2019, 6:30pm - 9:00pm

Saturday 20th April 2019, 9:30am - 5:00pm

Sunday 21st April 2019, 9:30am - 5:00pm

CAEAYARON's
University of Light



Divine Pineal Gland Activations

CAEAYARON's
University of Light

Magnetic
Attunement
Alignments

Tuesday 23rd April 2019, 9:30am - 5:00pm

Wednesday 24th April 2019, 9:30am - 8:30pm

Universal Love
Teachers

Frequencies

Friday 26th April 2019, 6:30pm - 9:00pm

Saturday 27th April 2019, 9:30am - 5:00pm

Sunday 28th April 2019, 9:30am - 8:30pm

The Magnetic Attunements Alignments to become Angelic Frequency Healers of
CAEAYARON are only available to those who have become Star Sacred World
Healers by attending the three levels of the Divine Pineal Gland Activations, and
the Universal Love Teachers Frequencies course is only available to Angelic
Frequency Healers of CAEAYARON.

During the evening of the Sunday 28th April 2019, there
will be graduation for Teachers and a final conclusion and
blessing from CAEAYARON and HALISARIUS.



Divine Pineal Gland
Activations

Greater Clarity comes within and greater seeing abilities are gifted. Building the love

is very focused upon, as well as how to grow into greater strength while being

grounded into the love. Your karma is neutralized by CAEAYARON and you are

transferred into the beautiful quantum collective love grids (the Healing

Transformational Grid) for your greater evolution.

Level 1 also focuses on manifestation in the love, working with very high Love

Beings to bring transformation to your life, learning how to work with the power of

love in your life, and learning how to forgive all things, to create more love.

Your energy body and helping you to understand how it can help you in all facets of

your life is explored more. Constantly, self-healing and becoming an expression of

love is focused upon. Great Activations are given throughout, and the people will feel

enormous love coming within them.

How to work with higher flows to bring more focus within you is taught, along with how to

build more power within you for healing yourself and your family. Working with ancient

techniques to bring more love into your life is also discovered by you. Conscious

Transformation is understood greater, and the chakra body is looked at with more

understanding. Soul levels and how they work with the chakra layers are also more greatly

understood.

This level also looks at collective love and what it can achieve. Great Activations are given

throughout and the people will feel enormous love coming within them. The second level

can be felt greater than the first, as the light bodies of the activated are becoming more

evolved.

L e v e l

L e v e l
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Now we begin with building the Star Sacred World Healer and begin to understand

larger transformations happening within the DNA.

The following is explored:

What happens at this level. How the Healing Grid support us during our healing;

when the Great Light becomes a greater part of us. How we work with Portals of

Light, and what is exactly a Portal of Light is. What happens within our light system

when we open up to Portals of Light, individually and as a group of Star Sacred

World Healers.

During the Divine Activations – Level 3, the Lemurian Light Body is greatly

discussed. During these Light Body teachings, the Divinely Activated of the GREAT

CAEAYARON, present at the Divine Activations will receive an additional NEW

MANUAL specifically for Light Body training filled with loving information, deep

spiritual knowledge and exercises for deeper spiritual growth.

Some of what will be covered (and much more) will be:

You as a light being.

You as an Activated Star Sacred World Healer of the GREAT CAEAYARON.

Lemuria, the land of Great Resurrection and your DNA.

Your Star Activated Light System and the 2020 Alignment coming.

Learning to understand the true purpose of your light machine.

Exercises to work with your Star Activated Light body.

Your Star Chakra Activated Pathway.

All who are Star Sacred World Healers before 2020 will receive these Cosmic

Alignments in 2020 and can become part of the highest Universal Love Realms,

when they display the love for people by helping people to come to the Divine

Activations so that they can rise also into the love and become part of the higher

love realms.



How to work with higher flows to bring more focus within you is taught, along with how to

build more power within you for healing yourself and your family. Working with ancient

techniques to bring more love into your life is also discovered by you. Conscious

Transformation is understood greater, and the chakra body is looked at with more

understanding. Soul levels and how they work with the chakra layers are also more greatly

understood.

This level also looks at collective love and what it can achieve. Great Activations are given

throughout and the people will feel enormous love coming within them. The second level

can be felt greater than the first, as the light bodies of the activated are becoming more

evolved.

Magnetic Alignments
Frequencies

Magnetic Alignment Frequency Manual
is given to all newly activated.

The Magnetic Alignments Frequencies (2 1/2 days) is a New Stream of Healing

Energy to help bring in greater love to our planet earth, and to the people in the

years to come.

The Magnetic Alignments Frequencies will be available for a limited time only, and

all are encouraged to come before 2020, as we do not know exactly when this gate

will close.

During these 2 1/2 days, CAEAYARON builds the light body to hold greater flows

of healing within the healers. The healing within is felt and a stable platform is

created to work with higher flows.

The students receive symbols, instruction, and a manual. They will experience power

building as a group

On the second day, they will experience giving and receiving a healing to another

and also experience how to give a healing remotely to someone else.

These flows will replace all old spiritual modalities, as these are part of the higher

frequencies coming to planet earth.

To receive these higher flows, one must have all three Activations from

CAEAYARON first, as already the light body then becomes prepared to take these

higher flows and work with them.

Having received the Magnetic Attunement Alignments, the New Angelic Frequency

healers of CAEAYARON will grow and heal, as they use their new skills to heal

others

. ,,



The Universal Love Teachers

Frequencies
Universal Love Teachers Manual is
given to all newly activated.

The Teacher Alignment Frequencies (2 ½ days) are blessed to the ones who desire

to learn how to become a greater healer with the Magnetic Alignment Frequencies,

have more spiritual wisdom within, and who desire to become a spiritual guide on

our planet to help others to heal.

These flows also prepare us for the higher dimensions to come, as CAEAYARON

already gives the frequencies to the teachers to be able to become a guide in the

higher love dimensions.

Those who demonstrate true leadership here on this planet, and who love the Love

within their heart and demonstrate it, and allow people to see the importance of the

Divine Activations of THE GREAT CAEAYARON, as this means their life and

freedom eternally, are able to have the opportunity to enter the Universal Love

Teacher Realms to become Creator Star Beings in the higher love dimensions in

lifetimes coming.

At this time the call is happening for anyone who desires to reach the stage of

becoming a Teacher. The gate will close sometime around 2020. We do not know

yet when it will close.

Know that Teachers will have support to grow spiritually and are not left on their

own when they need guidance and support.

It is recommended that Angelic Frequency Healers and Universal Love Teachers

charge for their services to their customers after leaving the beautiful activations and

courses.
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www.caeayaron.com





CAEAYARON's
University of Light




